
AN OPEN LETTER 

REGARDING ONGOING CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 

From Omar M. Gonzalez 

 

Permit me to first thank the Administrator of 21cpw for a fairly balanced report on the apparent        
differences an article on contract talks sparked. The piece is professionally done and a tribute to the 
equal access policy of 21cpw. 

The article I wrote (minus pictures) has been reposted on 21cpw. In an email blast our President     

issued, he rejected the content and tone of the article. He also made it clear that I did not speak for 

the National Union.  

In reflection I may have been a bit terse in my comments about management but in reality I was     

relaying the truth on what I felt was their contempt. But, I was not speaking for the  National Union.  

I was speaking as a union activist of 43 years and outlining “What Is At Stake” in these talks. I did not 

reveal internal details of union strategy or otherwise.  

THE SAGA BEGINS 

Unbeknown to me, a member of the National Executive Board, an agreement was said to have been 

made that the union was not to take pictures of management ( or something to that effect ).  Others 

may have been told but I was not. When I got a call early on the 24th informing that management 

was furious about the “posting” of their picture on my article because an agreement was breached I 

took steps to reach out to the administrators of the websites where it was posted respectfully asking 

it be taken down. Eventually it was taken down by responsible administrators. 

TAKEN TO ANOTHER LEVEL 

At 7:43pm that evening our President sent out an email blast to all union officers and Rank & File  

Committee that his trust was broken by the article and rejecting the content and tone of my         

statement.  He also claimed it was misguided and in stark contrast to his approach in negotiations.   

His email had a veiled threat and I responded in an email an hour or so later.  I anticipate retaliation. 

I made it clear that all members of this union have the freedom of speech and press under our       

constitution. And that any retribution violating  the Constitution would be challenged. 

SO WHAT NOW? 

While management may have taken satisfaction on  the issuance of the President’s email blast, lest 

they be misguided , for the record there is no split on my end on the unity necessary towards     

achieving a decent contract and retaining/improving quality postal service for America.  

I certainly don’t want to be made the missing piece of our contract campaign either. But, I will stand 

up against violations of our constitution as a union member, a postal worker and an elected officer of 

our beloved union.  And so perhaps we can move on and focus on getting a Good Contract and Good 

Jobs!  Of course time will tell.                                                    God Bless America and the APWU! 

                                                                                                          Omar M. Gonzalez, union member 


